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COMMITMENTS FOR
RESPONSIBLE
SEAFOOD SOURCING
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INTRODUCTION
This is an effort by Impacto Colectivo for Mexican Fishing and Aquaculture
(ICPMX by its initials in Spanish). ICPMX is a group composed of participants
from different sectors involved in fishing and aquaculture. It includes fishers,
buyers, sellers and distributors, retailers, civil society organizations, academics and other experts as well as representatives of the fishing governmental
authorities. For more details about ICPMX, you can visit www.ICPMX.org.

OBJECTIVE OF THIS EFFORT
The objective of this document is to generate a critical mass of seafood supply
chain participants to commit to business practices that will reduce the infusion
of illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) seafood into the supply chain.

WHY ARE WE FOCUSED ON
SEAFOOD DISTRIBUTORS?
IUU products put those who wish to work with legal seafood at a competitive
disadvantage. We believe that while the government has a critical role to
play in reducing IUU, the private sector can also take measures to reduce the
space available to IUU products. We believe that through implementation of
the practices we describe in this document that seafood distributors in particular can reduce the risk of unintentional infusion of IUU products into the
marketplace. At the moment, there is no way for distributors to certify that
their products are legal and as such, have no way to distinguish themselves
in the marketplace on this basis..

WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBLE
SOURCING COMMITMENTS?
The commitments and strategies are differentiated for each link of the supply
chain: producers, first buyers, transformation and processing, distribution and
end-point retailer. The idea is that each link conduct its due diligence to verify
that each link prior to theirs have its products properly and completely documented in order to ensure their legal provenance and to then demonstrate to
later links that that is indeed the case. The documentation collected to this end
will be available for audit by a third-party who can verify the compliance with
the sourcing strategies of products bought and sold.
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THE STRATEGIES ARE DIVIDED INTO TWO TYPES:
• DOCUMENTATION REGARDING LEGAL COMPLIANCE.
• DOCUMENTATION REGARDING PRACTICES THAT GO
BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE.

FIRST LINK:
PRODUCERS: CATCH OR HARVEST REPORTING
PRODUCER PRACTICES
(LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Comply with all aspects specified on the government fishing permit or concession such as (but not limited to) dates of validity, capture area, methods, species.
Comply with bans, quotas, minimum sizes, no take zones, marine protected areas, and other management measures as determined by fishing or environmental authorities.
Present the catch report or aquaculture harvest report (aviso de arribo o aviso de cosecha acuícola)
properly filled out with accurate data.
For aquaculture, compliance with the management plan and valid aquaculture health and safety certificate provided by SENASICA or other accredited and approved certification organizations.
Deploy control measures to ensure that partners or employees do not introduce farmed or caught seafood from parties not listed on the permits.
For product transportation, create and present the fishing guide (guía de pesca) that includes the folio
number of the catch or harvest report.
Generate an electronic receipt at the point of sale that complies with the Resolution on Fiscal Miscellany (Resolución Miscelánea Fiscal).
ADDITIONAL PRODUCER MEASURES
(BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Comply with the Best practices of small vessel onboard management as established by the SENASICA.
Use fishing techniques that minimize the impact on ecosystems and habitats.
Avoid the capture of legal but at-risk species.
Deploy adequate technology to ensure reliable data for traceability of the products throughout the
supply chain including objective and transparent evidence of regulatory compliance.
Set minimum sizes and/or adopt fishing techniques to avoid the capture of juveniles.
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SECOND LINK:
FIRST BUYER PRACTICES
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
Generate an electronic receipt at the point of sale that complies with the Tax Code (Resolución Miscelánea Fiscal) and includes the permit or concession number1.
For product transportation, create and present the fishing guide (guía de pesca) that includes the folio
number of the catch or harvest report.
Conduct a risk assessment of the fishery or farm selling the product to evaluate the probability that the
catch or harvest is legal.
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Only purchase species specified on the fishing permit or concession. The permit should be valid and
belong to the individual or business entity (persona física o moral) from whom the purchase is being
made as well as the fishing technique or harvest process with which it was produced.
Verify that the product being purchased has been reported on a catch or harvest report with a CONAPESCA folio number.
Establish agreements or control documents with the producer or supplier stating that all products fall
under the applicable regulatory framework.
ADDITIONAL FIRST-BUYER MEASURES
(BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Implement a digital traceability system compliant with the recommendations of the Global Dialogue for
Seafood Traceability.
Include the folio number of the catch or harvest report on the electronic receipt.
Take measures to avoid the purchase of products offered by fishers not listed on the permit (laundering).
Avoid the purchase of species at risk of overfishing, even when Mexican regulations permit such fishing
and purchases.
Avoid the acquisition of products harvested with highly damaging fishing techniques even if allowed by
Mexican regulations.
Publish a sustainability plan stating acquisition goals with timelines for acquiring products considered
sustainable according to the ICPMX definition.
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Agreement with producer including details of the products sold, signed by both parties.
Copy of the permit associated with the purchased product.
Copy of all the catch or harvest reports associated with the purchased product.
Purchase receipts with the permit numbers and associated catch and harvest reports.
Copies of the transportation guides of the purchased products.

1
Article 75 of the Fisheries law stipulates “For buying and selling wild-caught and farmed seafood, purchase receipts should include the corresponding permit or concession number. Since the law does not mention the folio number of the catch or harvest report, we include it here.
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THIRD LINK:
TRANSFORMATION AND PROCESSING
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
Verify that the folio numbers of the catch or harvest reports correspond the products received.
Firms should not purchase products with duplicate catch or harvest reports.
Deploy an internal traceability system that allows the identification of all the points of origin of a shipment
(even if it comes aggregated), including details about permits and associated catch or harvest reports.
Include the shipment number derived from the previous point on the label.
Label the finished products according to the relevant regulations (NOM-051-SCFI/SSA1-2010).
Comply with all Mexican sanitary regulations.
Comply with all relevant seafood labeling regulations.
At the point of sale, generate an electronic receipt and fishing guide with the permit or concession number as well as the folio number of the catch or harvest report.
ADDITIONAL TRANSFORMATION AND PROCESSING MEASURES
(BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Implement a digital traceability system compliant with the recommendations of the Global Dialogue for
Seafood Traceability.
Include information on the label about countries of origin, scientific name, common or commercial name,
processing measures, additives and, where they exist, shipment numbers or QR codes that allow the
purchaser to trace the origin of the product.
Take measures to avoid the purchase of products offered by fishers or farmers not listed on the permit
(laundering).
At the point of sale, generate an electronic receipt and fishing guide with the permit or concession number (as stipulated by article 75 of the LGPAS) as well as the folio number of the catch or harvest report.
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Copies of the catch and harvest reports associated with the product.
Purchase receipt with the folio number of the associated catch and harvest reports.
Copies of the transportation guides of the product received or shipped.
All other documentation as required by the SENASICA.
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FOURTH LINK:
DISTRIBUTION
This link corresponds to any enterprise that distributes seafood products, processed or otherwise. Distributors may also be the first buyers or processors.
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
Verify that all receipts include the permit or concession number from where
the products originated.
Deploy a traceability system that allows the identification of all the points
of origin of a shipment (even if it comes aggregated) including details about
permits as well as catch and harvest reports.
If relabeling, include the shipment number and other required information as
stipulated by NOM-051-SCFI/SSA1-2010.
ADDITIONAL MEASURES FOR DISTRIBUTORS
(BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Purchase from firms that have formally adopted the measures described in
this document.
Verify that electronic receipts include the folio number of the catch and/or
harvest reports.
If relabeling, include information on the new label about countries of origin,
scientific name, common or commercial name, processing measures, additives and, where they exist, shipment numbers or QR codes that allow the
purchaser to trace the origin of the product.
Publish a sustainability plan stating acquisition goals with timelines for acquiring products with an environmental sustainability certification or rating;
and/or acquired from a fishery improvement project (FIP) with a “B” rating or
better.
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Copies of the catch and harvest reports associated with the product.
Purchase receipt with the folio number of the associated catch and harvest
reports.
Copies of the transportation guides of the product received or shipped.
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FIFTH LINK:
END-POINT RETAILERS
This section corresponds to those firms exclusively dedicated to the sale of seafood products to final
consumers (for example, retailers, fish markets and the hospitality sector).
LEGAL COMPLIANCE
Purchase from distributors who have formally adopted at least the legal compliance measures specified in this document.
Request information on traceability of the products purchased.
Where sales to the public occur, provide the consumer with the shipment number and other information
required by NOM-051-SCFI/SSA1-2010.
ADDITIONAL MEASURES FOR END-POINT RETAILERS
(BEYOND LEGAL COMPLIANCE)
Provide information on labels about countries of origin, whether farmed or fished, scientific name, common or commercial name, processing measures, and additives.
Upon request by the consumer, have verifiable information available about the traceability of the products in question. Publish a sustainability plan stating acquisition goals with timelines for acquiring products considered sustainable according to the ICPMX definition.
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Purchase receipt with the folio number of the associated catch and harvest reports.
Copies of the transportation guides of the product received or shipped.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
HOW TO VERIFY COMPLIANCE WITH THE COMMITMENTS FOR
RESPONSIBLE SEAFOOD SOURCING?
Compliance with the commitments is one of the key questions for this effort.
ICPMX is researching several ways of resolving this issue. Our research is
guided by two principles:
Minimize the administrative load for buyers and sellers.
Keep the financial costs of compliance low.
At the moment, the Mexican Agency on Accreditation, AC is advising us on the
best ways to achieve our goals in alignment with the two principles mentioned
above. We imagine implementing the compliance methods after the first year
of implementation of the commitments.
WHAT HAPPENS WITH CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION?
In discussions with seafood buyers and sellers, we have heard concerns of
confidentiality raised insofar as they relate to privileged commercial information such as prices and clients. The practices we are proposing do not include
divulging prices but rather volumes and documentation of legal provenance.
WHAT DO WE NEED FROM YOU?
We want to best use your knowledge of the industry to improve this document
and the commitments therein. We would like to hear from you on the following questions:
What practices described in the document do you already apply?
We hope to ensure that our proposal is the least burdensome possible
while at the same time maximizing the likelihood of ensuring legal products. How might we improve this document to achieve both of these goals
at the same time?
Is there anything in this document that you feel your enterprise might not
reasonably achieve?
One of the challenges we have is how to verify compliance with these commitments.
If we found a way to verify compliance at an accessible price, would you
be willing to participate?
With whom should we speak about this effort? We are particularly interested in organizations with large volumes or important leadership.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE COMMITMENTS?
The group who created this document is composed of four buyers and sellers
and a Civil Society Organization (CSO). This version has been created after
consulting more than 20 buyers and sellers and a dozen other CSOs. We
are now in the phase of recruiting a larger group to being the pilot project, in
other words, implementation of the commitments. We are hoping to recruit
30 buyers and sellers willing to participate in the pilot phase of the project
by the end of 2020. After the first year, we will adjust the commitments as
necessary recruit more participants and launch the compliance verification
mechanism in mid-2021.
For 2025, we hope to have 50% of the wild-caught and farmed seafood in
Mexico bought and sold from businesses committed to these practices.
IMPLEMENTATION CALENDAR
January 2020: Launch-meeting with first group of implementers. Implementers take information back to their businesses and analyze.
May 2020: Start deadline for first group of implementers.
December 2020: Ongoing recruitment efforts yield 30 farmers and fishers.
May 2021: Adjustments made to document after first year of implementation.
June 2021: Launch compliance verification scheme.
May 2025: 50% of all Mexican produced seafood is bought and sold from
businesses committed to these practices.

On it’s website at https://www.icpmx.org/materiales.html , ICPMX defines sustainable seafood products in its
document entitled “Definition of Sustainable Fishing”. The definition states that, “We define sustainable products as those that come from fisheries or farms certified by an independent third-party that complies with at
least one of the following three conditions:
a. Certified by MSC, Fair Trade USA, ASC or BAP.
b. Rated by Seafood Watch as yellow or green.
c. Participating in a Fishery Improvement Project (FIP), published on www.fisheryprogress.org with a B rating
or better.
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For more information contact:
impacto.colectivo.pesca@gmail.com
www.icpmx.org

